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2013 saw many new features and functions added to PCGenesis. 
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PCGenesis can be brought into the modern era by interfacing with third party software. 
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Text-only output allows third parties to intercept PCGenesis output. 
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A new feature added to QWORD allows reports to be generated without printer control 
characters.  This text-only output allows third parties to intercept PCGenesis output. 
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New fields have been added to the vendor record, including the vendor’s fax phone 
number and e-mail address.  If a district is interfacing with a third party vendor, the PO 
Output field defines the vendor’s preference for receiving their POs.  With a third party 
vendor, the PO can be faxed or e-mailed to the vendor. 
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New fields have been added to the purchase order.  The ‘Ship to’ facility and building 
codes have been added and are different from the ‘Bill to’ facility and building codes. 
 
The PO Output field will default based on the value defined on the vendor record, but 
the user can override the PO Output field when entering the purchase order.  Again, 
when using a third party vendor, the PO can be faxed or e-mailed to the vendor. 
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A major enhancement this year has been expanding the number of employee 
deduction which can be defined for an employee during the calendar year. 
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The employee is still limited to 20 current deductions. 
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The deduction fields have been moved off of the PAYROLL file, and a new file has been 
created called the PDEDUCT file which contains the employee deduction information. 
 
Similar files are needed for manual checks, previous-void checks, and current-void 
checks. 
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There are many benefits to expanding the number of employee deductions. 
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Payroll reports will now display an employee’s deductions in numerical order. 
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Payroll screens such as the Calculate and Display Pay screen and the Earnings History 
screens will now display an employee’s deductions in numerical order. 
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Many users called the Help Desk to indicate that it did not make sense for Process Type 
codes ‘X’ and ‘Y’ to NOT calculate FICA.  So we changed the way the ‘X’ and ‘Y’ Process 
Type codes process.  Now these codes calculate FICA but will not calculate Federal or 
State taxes, or pension/annuity amounts. 
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Here is an example of Process Type code ‘Y’. 
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Note that the ‘Y’ Process Type code generated a FICA deduction, but Federal and State 
taxes were NOT deducted. 
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All sites should consider going to the new detailed pay check stub.  Much more 
information is available to the employees. 
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Documentation for the Enhanced Substitute Pay and Employee Leave System is available 
in the Personnel System Operations Guide. 
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The Enhanced Substitute Pay and Employee Leave System includes numerous reports.  
Reporting is available against the Current Leave Input File to ensure that the data 
entered for the current payroll cycle is correct.  Reports against the Leave History File 
are also available for further analysis and review. 
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Three broad categories of reports are available for summary and detail reports:   
• Current leave reports (generated from the Current Leave Input File only) 
• Reports from leave history (generated from the Leave History File only) 
• Reports from leave history and from current leave (generated from both the Current 

Leave Input File and the Leave History File) 
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Employee Summary Reports:  The Employee Summary Reports provide summarized 
leave data per employee.  The Employee Summary Reports provide the following 
information:  
 
Leave Type code information is summarized under reason code ‘00’ on the report, and 
shows totals for the following categories:  Beginning Balance, Leave Advanced, Leave 
Adjustments, Prior Leave Taken (stored on the Leave History File), Current Leave Taken 
(stored on the Current Leave Input File), Total Leave Taken, and Ending Balance. 
 
Leave Reason code information is summarized for each specific reason code, and shows 
totals for the following categories:  Prior Leave Taken (stored on the Leave History File), 
Current Leave Taken (stored on the Current Leave Input File), and Total Leave Taken.  
Totals for the reason codes summarize leave taken for the various reasons listed. 
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The user can sort the leave reports in many, many different ways. 
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All reports in the Enhanced Substitute Pay and Employee Leave System allow the user to 
export the report output to a .csv file.  This allows the user to manipulate the leave data 
within Excel. 
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Most reporting processes within the Enhanced Substitute Pay and Employee Leave 
System produce a control report.  This report documents the reporting options selected 
by the user.   
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Employee Summary Reports:  The Employee Summary Reports provide summarized 
leave data per employee.  The Employee Summary Report looks very much like the on-
line Leave Balances screen for the employee.  The Employee Summary Reports provide 
the following information:  
 
Leave Type code information is summarized under reason code ‘00’ on the report, and 
shows totals for the following categories:  Beginning Balance, Leave Advanced, Leave 
Adjustments, Prior Leave Taken (stored on the Leave History File), Current Leave Taken 
(stored on the Current Leave Input File), Total Leave Taken, and Ending Balance. 
 
Leave Reason code information is summarized for each specific reason code, and shows 
totals for the following categories:  Prior Leave Taken (stored on the Leave History File), 
Current Leave Taken (stored on the Current Leave Input File), and Total Leave Taken.  
Totals for the reason codes summarize leave taken for the various reasons listed. 
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This is the same summary report sorted by Leave Type and Reason code.  The report 
sorted this way looks much different! 
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Now we will look at the Employee Detail Reports. 
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Employee Detail Reports:  The Employee Detail Reports provide detailed leave 
information per employee.  The Employee Detail Reports which include data from the 
Leave History File look very much like a General Ledger in PCGenesis.  For each 
employee and each Leave Type, the report displays a beginning balance, followed by 
“Leave In” and “Leave Out”, and finishing with the ending balance.   
 
The “Leave In” and “Leave Out” columns will itemize the detail records from the Current 
Leave Input File and the Leave History File.  The detail line items, for each employee and 
each Leave Type, include BEG (Beginning Balance) line items, CUR LV (Current Leave 
Taken) line items, HST LV (Historical Leave Taken) line items, ADV (Leave Advanced) line 
items, and ADJ (Leave Adjustments) line items. 
 
The Employee Detail Reports provide the option to print either a single employee per 
page or multiple employees per page.  Printing one employee per page allows the user 
to generate leave statements to distribute to employees.  The Employee Detail Reports 
provide the following information:  
 
• Both Current Leave Input File and the Leave History File:  The Employee Detail 

Reports will populate both the CUR LV (Current Leave Taken) line items based upon 
leave entered into the Current Leave Input File, and the line items from the Leave 
History File including BEG (Beginning Balance) line items, HST LV (Historical Leave 
Taken) line items, ADV (Leave Advanced) line items, and ADJ (Leave Adjustments)  
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line items. 
• Leave History File only:  The Employee Detail Reports will NOT contain the CUR LV 

(Current Leave Taken) line items. 
• Current Leave Input File only:  The system produces a detailed report of the contents 

of the Current Leave Input File. Historical leave data is not included. 
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The user can sort the leave reports in many, many different ways. 
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All reports in the Enhanced Substitute Pay and Employee Leave System allow the user to 
export the report output to a .csv file.  This allows the user to manipulate the leave data 
within Excel. 
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Most reporting processes within the Enhanced Substitute Pay and Employee Leave 
System produce a control report.  This report documents the reporting options selected 
by the user.   
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Employee Detail Reports:  The Employee Detail Reports provide detailed leave 
information per employee.  The Employee Detail Reports which include data from the 
Leave History File look very much like a General Ledger in PCGenesis.  For each 
employee and each Leave Type, the report displays a beginning balance, followed by 
“Leave In” and “Leave Out”, and finishing with the ending balance.   
 
The “Leave In” and “Leave Out” columns will itemize the detail records from the Current 
Leave Input File and the Leave History File.  The detail line items, for each employee and 
each Leave Type, include BEG (Beginning Balance) line items, CUR LV (Current Leave 
Taken) line items, HST LV (Historical Leave Taken) line items, ADV (Leave Advanced) line 
items, and ADJ (Leave Adjustments) line items. 
 
The Employee Detail Reports provide the option to print either a single employee per 
page or multiple employees per page.  Printing one employee per page allows the user 
to generate leave statements to distribute to employees.  The Employee Detail Reports 
provide the following information:  
 
• Both Current Leave Input File and the Leave History File:  The Employee Detail 

Reports will populate both the CUR LV (Current Leave Taken) line items based upon 
leave entered into the Current Leave Input File, and the line items from the Leave 
History File including BEG (Beginning Balance) line items, HST LV (Historical Leave 
Taken) line items, ADV (Leave Advanced) line items, and ADJ (Leave Adjustments)  
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line items. 
• Leave History File only:  The Employee Detail Reports will NOT contain the CUR LV 

(Current Leave Taken) line items. 
• Current Leave Input File only:  The system produces a detailed report of the contents 

of the Current Leave Input File. Historical leave data is not included. 
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The same detail report is now sorted by Leave Type and Reason codes. 
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We will now look at the Substitute Detail Reports. 
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Substitute Detail Reports:  The Substitute Detail Reports provide detailed work 
information per substitute employee.   
• The Substitute Detail Reports provide the option to print either a single substitute 

employee per page or multiple substitute employees per page.  Printing one 
substitute employee per page allows the user to generate substitute work 
statements to distribute to the employees.   

• The reports also provide the option of whether or not to print the absent employees’ 
ID numbers.  If generating work statements to distribute to substitute employees, it 
may be advisable to suppress printing the employee ID numbers of the absent 
employees.   

• The Substitute Detail Reports provide the following information in addition to the 
substitute name and employee ID number: the date of the absent employee leave, 
the absent employee ID number (optional), the absent employee name, the amount 
of time worked by the substitute in hours or days, and the amount paid. 
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The user can sort the leave reports in many, many different ways. 
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All reports in the Enhanced Substitute Pay and Employee Leave System allow the user to 
export the report output to a .csv file.  This allows the user to manipulate the leave data 
within Excel. 
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Most reporting processes within the Enhanced Substitute Pay and Employee Leave 
System produce a control report.  This report documents the reporting options selected 
by the user.   
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Substitute Detail Reports:  The Substitute Detail Reports provide detailed work 
information per substitute employee.   
• The Substitute Detail Reports provide the option to print either a single substitute 

employee per page or multiple substitute employees per page.  Printing one 
substitute employee per page allows the user to generate substitute work 
statements to distribute to the employees.   

• The reports also provide the option of whether or not to print the absent employees’ 
ID numbers.  If generating work statements to distribute to substitute employees, it 
may be advisable to suppress printing the employee ID numbers of the absent 
employees.   

• The Substitute Detail Reports provide the following information in addition to the 
substitute name and employee ID number: the date of the absent employee leave, 
the absent employee ID number (optional), the absent employee name, the amount 
of time worked by the substitute in hours or days, and the amount paid. 
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CPI Cycle 3 Leave Reporting includes: 
• Sick leave (including Personal leave and leave taken from the Sick Bank) 
• Vacation leave 
• Staff development leave 
• Other leave (including leave without pay) 
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New this year. 
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Cost of employer-sponsored health coverage is required for calendar year 2012. 
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Cost of employer-sponsored health coverage is required for calendar year 2012. 
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